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NTEU members have made numerous serious offers to USYD management to finalise the new Enterprise Agreement. 
We’re making major compromises in many areas. But we’re holding onto the matters that are most critical to staff. 
Now it’s management’s turn to make some concessions. But instead they’re doubling down:

 z They’re continuing their attack on academic workload rights (40:40:20) – right to increase teaching to 50% 

 z They are yet to even provide a response on our limited sick leave proposal for casuals (after 20 months!)

 z A substandard commitment to Indigenous Employment, even lower than their offer at the start of bargaining

 z A reduction by over 70% of secure ongoing positions in the Centre for English Teaching (CET)

 z An unacceptable increase in the number of Education-focused roles at the university

 z Despite what their misleading communication said, a lower salary offer than at WSU, ACU, UTAS or UTS

We believe an agreement is in reach. It just requires that management makes some reasonable compromises, as we 
have. It’s not NTEU members, but the university’s senior management, backed by the Chancellor and Senate, that’s 
holding things up. We’re determined to safeguard staff rights. We’re on strike in week 6, but we are ready to call the 
strike off if management is reasonable.

Most of our major proposals ask no more than to retain the status quo. For casuals, we’re simply asking for an end to 
systemic inequities, which make our working lives far more difficult and stressful. With a $1.04B surplus, management 
can afford our claims and a fair pay rise.

Stand with us for better workplaces and a better USyd!
All staff benefit from the pay and conditions secured by NTEU members. If you work on strike days, including 
online, you undermine our efforts. If we all stand together, we can make USyd a better place to work and study. 
So join our movement for rights at work, and join the strike!
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MESSAGE TO STUDENTS
Lecturers, tutors and support staff in the National Tertiary Education Union will be on strike again on Wed 29 and Fri 
31 March. There will be pickets at all university entrances. Join us on the picket lines for a better and fairer university!

We wouldn’t be striking unless we had to. But we’ve been campaigning for over 20 months a new contract that 
governs our conditions and pay. USyd has serious problems, which we’re trying to fix for everyone’s benefit. We’re 
striking again because management are still refusing our most important proposals. We’re asking you not to go to 
class, either in person or online, but to join us on the picket lines at university entrances.

Our working conditions are your learning conditions. When we go on strike, we sacrifice pay for everyone’s 
benefit. Please support us. No one wants teaching to be disrupted, but missing class is a small price to pay for the 
improvements to the quality of education that we’re campaigning for. People miss classes all the time, through 
illness, unexpected work commitments, public holidays or family obligations.

Why should you support us?
Management can’t put students first by putting staff last. You deserve to study at a university where:

 z Your lecturers and tutors aren’t employed in insecure jobs with exploitative conditions

 z Lecturers and tutors have enough time to give you proper feedback on your work

 z Academics are given the time they need to keep up to date in their fields

 z Administrative staff are less overworked, and so have more time to process enquiries and applications

 z Academic and admin staff get a fair pay increase and don’t see their standard of living go backwards

Is your lecturer putting your class online or telling you that you have to come in person?
It’s disappointing that some staff help management continue to run the university when their colleagues are giving up a days pay for 
improvements that will benefit everyone. No student should feel compelled to cross a picket line, either digital or physical. If your lecturer is 
holding your classlet us know the details here and we’ll write to them and request they join the NTEU and our pickets.
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